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Introduction 
The information included in this document is there to help you understand and grasp a current feeling 

from students about their feelings and knowledge towards the Students’ Union, along with any other 

issues they are having that might be relevant. The majority of the information included is from the 

most recent 2017 all student survey ‘How Can We Help’ however other older pieces of information 

have been included and this is highlighted when used. The bulk of information compared female only 

responses to the wider student population, but in some places this is only compared to the male 

population. 

Knowledge of the Students’ Union 
This question asked students about what they know about the Students’ Union Officers. This 
information is true as of January 2016. 

Male respondents: 

 

Female respondents: 
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Both sets of data show similar responses from Male and Female students surrounding the Officers. 

Students appear to have mixed feelings about the relationship they want with the Students’ Union 

Officers. Some of the main suggestions from the comments suggested increased involvement and 

approachability: 

 Present at the welcome talk. 

 Focus groups. 

 Drop in sessions and office hours (officer hours?) 

 Sending an email out with contact information. 

 Visits to other campuses apart from focusing on University Park. 

 Lecture or hall introductions.  

The SU and it’s approach 
Students were asked “to what extent do you believe that the Students’ Union helps students to ‘get 

involved’, ‘access help and advice’, and ‘make things better’?” the below responses show the 

information comparing males to females. This data is true as of January 2016. 

Male respondents: 

 

Female respondents: 
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Main themes in comments for ‘Get Involved’ (those highlighted in bold were mentioned frequently): 

 More awareness and advertisement for Students’ Union services and events such as the Try 

it sessions. 

 Filming for sports and societies so students can have a better idea of what to expect and 

perhaps help anxious students.  

 Individual help for shy students to find something they would enjoy. 

 Focus on student equality.  

 Promotion of less mainstream activities / societies so all students can find something they can 

enjoy. 

 More events and communication for Sutton Bonington, Derby and Jubilee campus. 

 Open Taster sessions. 

 Do something to tackle the feeling events are just aimed at undergraduates.  

 Events for intermediate and final year students instead of a fresher’s focus.  

 Feel involved and advocated for at all times, not just Fresher’s week. 

Main themes in comments for ‘Access help and advice’ (those highlighted in bold were mentioned 

frequently): 

 Approachable faces (aside/including officers) at main Students’ Union events. 

  Course reps could work closer with the Students’ Union and be more connected and the 

Students’ Union could communicate to students through the JCR’s 

 Advertise more things over social media however do not have society pages in closed groups 

you have to request to join and can’t find quick information on.  

 Transport solutions, More frequent hopper bus service.  

 A dedicated homepage to housing advice or connecting with housemates.  

 Website should be more usable, most time online is spent on recognisable social media 

channels, therefore the website should be quick and easy. 

 Facebook and Twitter page for help and support.  

Main themes in comments for ‘Make things better’ (those highlighted in bold were mentioned 

frequently): 

 Working with societies so things run more efficiently such as booking rooms, costs and 

Students’ Union systems. Making things happen.  

 Awareness of the positive change they are making to the Portland building etc that most 

students are not aware of.  

 A space for societies to showcase and advertise themselves, not all societies are loud and 

proud and would appreciate being approached. 

 Approaching more taboo subjects such as sexual health. 

 Anonymous suggestion boxes. 

 Have an app for sport and societies to unite students and societies and improve personal 

time management.  

 Food services are too expensive and seem to be focused around the meal card allowance. 

Some lower cost options would be appreciated and more options like a salad bar with a 

diverse range. 
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 A platform for student discussion and debate 

Engagement with the Students’ Union 

Physical Engagement with the Students’ Union 
Students were asked about their physical engagement with the Students’ Union, such as how often 

they are involved with student groups or look at the SU digital media. The below results show the 

females-only result and compare this to the whole student average. 

 

- Physically visit the SU – the female average was 2.78 (once a term) – this was only slightly 
higher than the mixed-sex results which was 2.7 

- Browse SU social media – the female average was 2.93 – (once a term) – the same as the wider 
results 

- Volunteer, fundraise or work for the SU – the female average was 4.27 (once a year) – this 
was, again, the same as the results for the wider results 

- Attend a session or meeting – the female average was 2.77 (once a term) – this was slightly 
higher than the 2.7 the mixed sex student response 

 

Generally, the responses of the female participants coincided with the general, overall response. 

 

Engagement with Clubs and Student groups 
Students were asked whether they were involved with any student groups – so sports, societies or 

volunteering.  The tables show the answers for female students and the wider population, with 

comparisons below. 

Female Students: 

 
Overall Student Population: 

 

 

- Society – results very similar. Fewer females had been a member for more than 6 months but 
slightly more showed interest or recent involvement. 
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- Sports club – a lower percentage of female students are involved comparative to the statistics 
of the wider population, this is very very slight though.   

- Volunteering - More females were involved (6.17% compared to an overall of 5.08%) but again 
there was very little disparity 

 

Reasons for being held back from joining student groups 
The following data is true as of January 2016. 

Societies 

Summary of Female Students responses of what is holding them back from joining a society 

(comments highlighted in bold are ones which occur frequently): 

 Time commitment. 

 No weekly email reminders. 

 Settling in still to university 

 Aimed at undergraduates. 

 Social anxiety 

 Have not signed up or are still deciding. 

 Need more information/not sure how to join. 

Sports 

Summary of responses from the overall student population of what is holding students back from 

joining (comments highlighted in bold are ones which occur frequently): 

 Too expensive with joining fees and travelling and buying new equipment. 

 Difficult to travel to some sports based on campuses they are not based on.  

 Time management concerns. 

 Want to try it first.  

 Missing trials. 

 Misconception you have to be professional to join a sport. Inexperience and apprehension 

to try something new they want to do and worry they might not be fit enough.  

 Expectation to join the gym and hesitant to spend so much money on a commitment they 

might not continue  

 Social anxiety turning up by themselves and meeting new people.  

 Wish for more casual teams! 

Minor themes: 

 Finding one that is suitable for a disability.  

 Wish for Female only fitness classes 

 Oversubscribed experience or rumours or its too competitive to join. 

 Feeling that sports societies are aimed at undergrads. 

Volunteering 

Summary of responses for why Female respondents feel held back from joining: 

 Time management. 

 Difficult to fund raise the money. 
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 Lack of information / Unsure how to get involved. 

 Still deciding which one to join. 

 Still settling in. 

Satisfaction 
Students were asked how satisfied, 1 = very unsatisfied and 10 = very satisfied, they are with the 

students union. Whilst the overall student population average score was 7.0/10, the female-only 

population average was slightly higher at 7.04/10. 

Feelings 
Students were asked to consider how they feel at university in terms of whether they feel at home 

and how much they feel a sense of belonging with the SU, the answers are below and then compared 

to the overall student population. 

- ‘At home’ – the female weighted average was 7.31 (overall was 7.35) 
- A ‘sense of belonging’ – the female weighted average was 4.88 (overall was 4.87) 
- That the SU is representative – the female weighted average was 5.63 (overall was 5.58) 

 

Social Media 
This data is true as of January 2016. Students were asked to select which social media of the SU’s that 

they follow, below are the male results vs female results and their comparisons. 

Male respondents: 
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Female Respondents: 

 

Overall, the data shows a similar trend for both Male and Female students. The data also suggests that 

Female students use social media platforms more, especially Tumblr and Instagram.  

The impact of the Students’ Union 
Students were asked to consider how much impact they think that the Students’ Union has made to 

their university experience and their overall wellbeing, this was done on a scale of – 5 (strong negative 

impact) to + 5 (strong positive impact) where 0 was no impact at all/neutral. 

Impact on University Of Nottingham experience 
Positive (+1 to +5) = 70.87% (female response) – 70.1% (overall response) 

No impact = 25.97% (female response) – 26.2% (overall response) 

Negative (-1 to -5) = 3.15% (female response)  - 3.7% (overall response) 

 

Generally again very similar – females showed a slightly more positive response than the overall 

population. 
 

Impact on wellbeing 

Positive (+1 to +5) = 51.38% (female response) – 53.1% (overall response) 

No impact = 44.54% (female response) – 44.6% (overall response) 

Negative (-1 to -5) = 2.3% (female response) - 2.3% (overall response) 

 

Females were slightly less positive here but showed the same proportions in terms of no impact or 

negative. 
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To enhance the student wellbeing, it needs to be understood where their priorities and values lie, we 
asked students to rank to most valued (1) and least valued (8) the following statements. The table 
shows the comparisons of those female only answers to the wider population. 
 

 Female Population Overall Student Population 

The impact that the Students' 
Union has on your overall 
University experience 

5.73 5.75 

The degree to which you're 
satisfied with your course/PhD 
studies 

5.32 5.22 

Your sense of belonging with 
Nottingham overall 

5.11 5.07 

The impact that the Students' 
Union has on your wellbeing 

4.83 4.73 

The degree to which the 
Students' Union represents 
your academic interests 

4.57 4.68 

The degree to which the 
Students' Union represents 
your non-academic interests 

4.08 4.10 

Your sense of belonging with 
the Students' Union 

3.36 3.38 

The degree to which you're 
satisfied with your Students' 
Union overall 

3.10 3.17 

 

Generally all the results seem very similar. Both showed great importance in the impact the SU has on 

the overall university experience and least importance in how satisfied students feel with the SU. 
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Current View and Perception of the Students’ Union 
Students were asked to select which aspects they most associated with the Students’ Union from the 
below list. The overall student population is on the left with the percentages on the right being the 
female-only responses. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Generally they’re very similar with the first five having slightly higher percentages from females. 
 


